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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has become an essential analysis tool as nanoscale 

phenomena have become central to current technology. While the most important dynamics in nanoscale 

devices are electronic or thermal, in conventional TEM techniques the imaging contrast is primarily 

determined by the physical structure of the sample. In other words, TEM images measure the coherent 

scattering (diffraction and phase contrast) and the incoherent scattering (diffraction, Z, and thickness 

contrast) of primary beam electrons by the atomic nuclei. While such images are powerful nanoscale 

analysis tools, they typically only locate and, less frequently, chemically identify the sample's 

constituent atoms.  

 

Electron beam-induced current (EBIC) imaging provides a probe of a sample’s electronic structure that 

can be complementary to standard scanning TEM (STEM) imaging of a sample’s physical structure. 

EBIC measures an electrical current generated in the sample by the electron beam: images are generated 

by connecting a current amplifier to a sample and mapping current as a function of the position of the 

STEM beam. While EBIC is traditionally deployed in a scanning electron microscope (SEM EBIC), 

STEM EBIC is different in two important ways: the electron beam energy is typically much higher, and 

the samples are electron-transparent. The former results in higher-energy secondary electrons which can 

more readily escape the sample [1], while the latter makes absorption negligible and improves the 

achievable spatial resolution [2]. In addition to electon-hole pair separation typically mapped in SEM 

EBIC, EBIC in STEM can also quantify secondary electron emission at the source. Previously STEM 

EBIC has primarily been used to study intrinsic electric fields in samples [2,3]. Here we discuss STEM 

EBIC’s potential for application as an in situ temperature mapping technique with high spatial 

resolution.  

 

Using standard microfabrication tools, we fabricated electron-transparent windows in 200 m-thick 

silicon substrates.  Over each window we placed a Pt heater electrode, a conformal layer of ALD 

alumina, and then Pt probe electrodes (see Figure 1). The alumina layer prevented current originating in 

the heater from reaching the probes attached to the current amplifier. Figure 1 shows three, 

simultaneously acquired, plan-view images of the heater/probe design: the first two are standard STEM 

images (bright field and annular dark field respectively), while the third is the STEM EBIC image.  Here 

140 µW was dissipated in the heater on the left, while the probe electrodes on the right served as current 

collectors and were attached in parallel to the EBIC transimpedance amplifier.  No special contrast 

variation appears in the standard STEM images, which are nearly indistinguishable from those acquired 

at zero heater power (data not shown).  However, an obvious left-to-right signal gradient is evident in 

the EBIC image of the probes, matching the expected temperature profile of hot-to-cold moving away 

from the heater. Evidently the EBIC signal has a substantial component that is temperature-sensitive. 
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Despite the alumina layer, the current measured by the transimpedance amplifier changes as a function 

of heater power, even when the beam is not incident on the sample (black plot in Figure 1).  We subtract 

the electron emission and membrane background (measured in a region far from the heater) from the 

average signal in a region of interest (ROI, red box) in the EBIC image to arrive at the true, beam-

dependent EBIC signal  (red plot in Figure 1). We attribute this signal, which is independent of the 

polarity of the heater bias, to thermal promotion of secondary electron emission during the beam 

interaction. A more quantitative understanding of this signal could yield an alternative method for 

temperature mapping in TEM. 
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Figure 1.  Bright-field and annular dark-field STEM and STEM EBIC images of a heating/biasing 

device. The images were simultaneously acquired while the Pt heater at the left of the image was 

dissipating 140 µW, and the Pt probe electrodes on the right were connected to the EBIC amplifier. The 

scale bar is 2 µm. The average EBIC signal measured in the ROI (red box) for a similar sample is 

plotted in red to the right. The black plot shows the beam-independent, heater-induced current, measured 

while the electron beam is blanked. 
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